Theatre without borders

In a unique initiative to promote cultural ties between India and Korea, the Indo-Korean (InKo) Cultural and Information Centre in association with Theatre Seoul has brought to the city a theatre production with children from Seoul and Chennai. We give you the details.

The play chosen for this collaboration is a Korean folk tale, titled "Hocking's Nohba," about two brothers. While one brother, Nohba, is Hector, the other, Shoheon, is Hector and Inno. After the death of their father, Nohba and Inno are left to fend for themselves. They decide to venture out into the world to find work and support themselves. The play is a heartwarming tale of their journey and how they overcome their challenges.

The play involves scenes of drama and dance, with the actors performing in both Indian and Korean styles. The performers from both countries showcase their skills in a harmonious blend, creating a unique cultural experience.

The children from Seoul and Chennai work closely with their counterparts to understand each other's cultures and make the performance truly international.

Theatre without borders is a platform that brings together artists from different countries to collaborate and share their cultural heritage. This production is a testament to the power of theatre in bridging cultural differences and fostering mutual understanding.

For more details, visit the Indo-Korean Cultural and Information Centre or follow Theatre Seoul on social media.